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What is Keys to Rome?
[S.Pescarin]
On the 23 September 2014, 2000 years after the Emperor Augustus’ death, 13
countries have joined together in Rome, Amsterdam, Alexandria and Sarajevo, for the
opening of an extraordinary exhibition, “Keys to Rome”: an interactive journey to
discover Roman Culture, starting from the city of Augustus and reaching the entire
Roman Empire, through the visit to four fascinating venues, four museums with their
archaeological collections, more than 10 different technologies supporting and
enhancing this global experience.
The goal is therefore twofold:
• to build an European showcase on the technologies that are changing the perspective of
museums, demonstrating how these can be used to engage visitors in the future,
• to create an exhibition that bring visitors to better understand Roman culture, looking at it from
different perspectives.

This is more than just an exhibition on Roman archaeology. "Keys To Rome" is a
unique international exhibition, that, for the first time has been organized in parallel in
four locations:
• Rome, in the wonderful setting of the Imperial Fora Museum (Museo dei Fori Imperiali);
• Alexandria, in the Antiquities Museums of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina; Amsterdam, in the
recently renovated Allard Pierson Museum;
• Sarajevo, in the newly restored City Hall (Vijecnica) and in the Museum of Sarajevo.

A selection of objects, whose chronology spans the entire duration of the Roman
Empire, belonging to the permanent collections of these museums, are displayed in the
four venues hosting “Keys To Rome” [SECTION 1]. These objects can be discovered
through a digital itinerary supported by different technologies such as computer
graphics movies, natural interaction installations, tangible interfaces, live projections,
augmented reality, multimedia and mobile applications [SECTION 2].
This journey is guided by two storytellers, Gaius an old merchant and his grandson
Marcus, living in the Markets of Trajan at the beginning of the 6th Century AD. With the
help of these two characters the visitor will discover the secrets of Gaius’ and Marcus’
family through the objects owned by their ancestors, using the keys of Rome to unlock
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the memory of the Roman past [SECTION 3]. It is from this concept that the exhibition
name Keys to Rome is derived. The exhibition logo itself comes from a Roman “key”
conserved at the Museum of Sarajevo, and it is one of the objects of the exhibition.
This key is therefore both a symbol of the exploration of our past and also a bridge that
connects different stories, contexts, objects, places through virtual museums.

The Roman key conserved in the Museum of
Sarajevo (above) that inspired Keys To Rome
logo (below) [Courtesy of Museum of Sarajevo
and Noho LTD]

Video: Promo

"Keys To Rome" is organized by the largest European network of excellence on Virtual
Museums, www.v-must.net, coordinated by the Italian National Council of
Researches.
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All multimedia technologies used within the exhibition, are the
result of this four-years joint cooperation between researchers
and developers of V-MUST.NET. Keys To Rome is the
concrete result of this effort and stands as a prototype for the
future, testifying the success of V-MUST. Its aim has been
indeed to provide the heritage sector with the tools and
support to develop Virtual Museums that are educational,
enjoyable, long-lasting and easy to maintain.

Web references
Keys to rome website: www.keys2rome.eu
V-must.net website: www.v-must.net
Facebook [en]: Link
Facebook [it]: Link
Facebook [nl]: Link
Facebook [be]: Link
Facebook [eg]: Link
Twitter: #K2R
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Keys-Rome-8151443
Email info: keys2rome@v-must.net
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Section 1: Roman culture

Section 1:
Roman culture
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AMSTERDAM: The exhibition
[W. Hupperetz, R. van Beek, B. van Oppen]
Keys to Rome exhibition takes place in
the Allard Pierson museum in
Amsterdam. This is the archaeology
museum of the University of Amsterdam.
Keys to Rome is first step of redesign of
the Roman gallery exhibition on Roman
collections from Italy, Egypt & Low
Countries, showing diversity within the
Roman Empire. The exhibition contains
8 themes, 3 perspectives and features
19 key-objects.
Keys to Rome marks the refurbishment
of the Roman galleries of the Allard
Pierson Museum, the archaeology
museum of the University of Amsterdam.
The publication and the exhibition offer a new and intriguing overview of the dynamism
and diversity within the Roman Empire. In it the Allard Pierson Museum’s collection,
along with archaeological-historical research in the Low Countries, the Mediterranean
Region and Egypt are illuminated on the
basis of a variety of themes that show
the connectivity within the Roman
Empire.
The refurbished Roman galleries provide
a foretaste of the complete renovation of
the Allard Pierson Museum that will be
carried out in the years ahead. The
visitor can become acquainted with
digital applications and visualisations of
archaeological research and museum
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Roman key
Iron
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Stored at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

A typical door key made from iron. These tended to be
long and heavy, and many survived in spite of
centuries of rusting away. Found during
archaeological excavations in Ilidža in 1950. (cca 20
cm)
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Section 2: Virtual Museum

Section 2:
Virtual Museum
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Keys to Rome Digital experience
Virtual Museums
[S. Pescarin]
According to the ICOM Statutes, adopted during the 21st General Conference in Vienna, Austria, in
2007: A museum is a
non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to the
public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and
intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and
enjoyment. (http://icom.museum/the-vision/museum-definition).

Starting from ICOM definition of “Museum”, V-MUST.NET is currently trying to define a “Virtual
Museum”. The discussion is leading to obtain an essential and generic definition of a virtual
museum, enriched with the specific definitions and uses of the term in the different domains (ICT,
heritage, etc.). We report here the evolving definition of the term:
A Virtual museum is a communication product made accessible by an institution to the
public that is focused on tangible or intangible heritage. It typically uses interactivity
and immersion for the purpose of education, research, enjoyment, and enhancement of
visitor experience. Virtual Museums are usually, but not exclusively delivered
electronically when they are denoted as online museums, hypermuseum, digital
museum, cybermuseums or web museums.
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Smaller sensors, such as the Leap Motion, can today recongnise the movement of the entire hand and fingers, thus
transforming every movement into a computer action)

A new generation of VR headset, named
Oculus rift, are opening interesting
possibilities for immersive interactive Virtual
Museums
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Talking Statues
On the first floor two busts, coming from the same Museum of Roma Culture, can be fround,
each telling the story of Augustus from two perspectives: Livia, his second and most important
wife, describes his personal and familial life and also his successors, and Agrippa, his most loyal
lieutenant, and to whom Augustus’ only daughter, Giulia was given in marriage to. Tells us of the
strategies and historical facts of the achievements of the princeps and the change he bought to of
the ancient city. The speeches of the two characters are reported in Section 3.

Bust of Livia
Portrait of Augustus’s wife Livia (formerly believed to portray his sister Octavia)
Provenance: Unknown
Present location: Musée du Louvre, Paris, France
After 31 BC
The historian Tacitus tells that the unscrupulous act of stealing a wife while she was pregnant with the son of her
legitimate husband seemed akin to the behaviour of a tyrant in the eyes of the opponents of the adopted son and greatnephew of Julius Caesar, upon whom the title of Augustus would be bestowed in 27 BCE.
Concerning Livia, the great influence that she exerted on Augustus was considered by some to be malicious and evil,
while her callous propensity for deceptive schemes was even more detested. Her great-grandson Caligola came up with
the nickname of Ulixes stolatus, declaring Livia to be a Ulysses disguised as a woman due to her guile. With time, the
speculations that she manipulated the affairs of the House of Augustus in favor of her sons, especially Tiberius, became
even more extreme to the extent of possible involvement in the deaths of Marcus Claudius Marcellus, Gaius and Lucius
Caesar, Agrippa Postumus, Germanicus, and even Augustus himself.
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The digital model used as reference for the production of the physical replica of the monument. In red the tangible areas.

A reproposition of the original colours of the Ara Pacis, projected during a recent event. Courtesy of Museum of the Ara
Pacis

Digital model of the Augustus of Prima Porta used for the
digital replica
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Revealing Flashlight in Alexandria
The digital reconstruction of the head of Caesarion, found in the bay of Alexandria in 1997 by a
team of underwater archaeologists lead by Franck Goddio and now preserved in the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina tries to undo the erosion and damage that the statue has suffered during more than
1600 years under water when the palace area of Alexandria was destroyed in a tsunami in 365
AD.

The full statue of Caesarion is estimated to be 5 m high.

The head is displayed in the

department Submerged Antiquities of the Antiquities Museum of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
The 3D model of the head was made by Cultnat using photogrammetry techniques and the
missing details have been integrated in the virtual restoration phase. This digital restoration is
used with Revealing Flashlight to let visitors to project on the original bust, its reconstruction.

References
• Web: Link
• Web: Link
• The Revealing Flashlight: Interactive spatial augmented reality for detail exploration of cultural heritage
artifacts. Brett Ridel; Patrick Reuter; Jérémy Laviole ; Nicolas Mellado ; Nadine Couture; Xavier Granier - in Journal
on Computing and Cultural Heritage, ACM, 2014
• La Lampe torche magique : Une interface tangible pour l’inspection géométrique d’objets en réalité
augmentée spatiale. Brett Ridel; Patrick Reuter; Jeremy Laviole; Nicolas Mellado; Xavier Granier; Nadine Couture 25ème conférence francophone sur l’Interaction Homme-Machine, IHM’13, Nov 2013, Bordeaux, France. ACM

The bust in the Antiquities Museum at Alexandri
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The so-called Cesareum digital model and its virtual reconstruction

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (natural interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Alexandria
Production: [D. Pletinckx - Visual Dimension; P. Reuter, INRIA, Archeovision]
Info: Video
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Forum of Augustus and Temple of Mars Ultor (Rome)

The forum of Augusti and Temple of Mars Ultor reconstructed in their Augustea phase (CNR ITABC)

The archaeological site as can be seen today

Following the last archaeological excavation results and studies a 3D reconstruction of the Forum
of Augustus, as it might have been during the 1st century AD, was carried out by CNR ITABC,. The
Forum has been used to re-contextualise the objects conserved in the Imperial Forum museum:
Caryatids, Capitals, the statue of Mars and Venus and the Colossus of Augustus.
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Section 3: Keys to Rome stories

Section 3:
Keys to Rome stories
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The main story of Keys to Rome
[B. O'Malley, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo]

When Marcus was a very small child, his family were killed in an earthquake that destroyed his
house. Marcus then was just one year old. He was rescued by his grandfather Gaius, who has
raised him ever since.
Gaius, a successful trader, brings his grandson Marcus to his office at the Trajan's Market. It is the
first day of the new year and the festival of Ianus. Although the boy has been to the office many
times before, today seems different: his grandfather is acting very strangely. When they arrive,
Gaius ignores the usual tasks and instead sits down and picks up an object on the table—a patera.
He turns it over slowly in his hands as he begins to talk.
‘We buy and sell so many things,’ he says. ‘Did you ever stop to look at them, Marcus?’ ‘Every
object has a history,’ he continues. ‘Treat it with reverence, “listen” to it, and it can reveal to you its
secrets: the place and time it was made, the journey it has travelled, the person who owned it. Do
you see what I mean?’ Marcus shakes his head. Then, smiling mysteriously, Gaius adds ‘you will,
my boy, you will. Today is a day you will never forget.’
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To Marcus’ amazement, the old trader then turns and opens a hidden door at the back of the office
that leads to a dark, ghostly room. Inside, wooden chests are stacked on shelves that reach as
high as the ceiling and stretch back further than Marcus can see. Gaius tells Marcus that each one
of these chests belonged to one of the boy’s ancestors. Marcus looks and sees that on the front of
each chest is a name, a date and a location.
‘Those names are the names of your forefathers and inside are their most precious possessions –
objects they spent a lifetime collecting,’ Gaius explains. Some of the chests are exotic and ornate,
emblazoned with strange symbols, inscriptions and scenes, while others are just plain wooden
boxes and simple shapes with minimal decoration. It’s difficult to tell in the candlelight but to
Marcus’ eye, some of the chests seem to glow slightly in the dark room. ‘Each man’s collection
reflects his life and the age he lived in,’ Gaius continues. ‘The objects tell stories of his victories
and defeats, loves and losses. They also reflect the times he lived in – good or bad, peaceful or
violent, poor or prosperous.
Together, the collection not only tells the story of our family, but the story of Rome itself!’ Gaius
then turns, takes and opens a wooden box, revealing rows of keys.

Some are simple and

unadorned. Others seem to glow magically. Gaius continues, lowering his voice.
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Gnaeus Licinius Mucianus
Gnaeus Licinius Mucianus, Priest of the Temple of Mars Ultor, lives between 60 BC and 10 AD.
During the civil war sides immediately to Augustus and fights with him. But Licinius knows also the
horrors of this war. As commander, during an expedition against Praeneste, one of the cities loyal
to Antonio, he is ambushed and loses all his soldiers, including his brother Lucius. For this reason,
at the end of the war, he decided to leave the army and devoted himself to religion. When
Augustus comes to power Licinius is rewarded with prestigious assignments, and he comes to be
a man of influence in political
life. He obtains the position of
priest in charge of the worship
of Mars Ultor, and will always
remember his entrance into
the temple and the CAPITALS
with the winged horses that
seem to look at him and pay
him homage. He’s one of the
creators of the hall for the
COLOSSUS OF AUGUSTUS,
and he will also decide to
commission a sculptural group
with MARS AND VENUS, after
looking in Greece to a sculptor
at work, expert in creating
copies of old masterpieces.
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Scene 2 - The horseman in an Egyptian villa

Location: Egyptian domus
Character: Drakon, the horseman
Object: Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian, Pithos

Gaius: “Let’s see what you’ve found! Yes, these objects reveal much about life at the time of
Severian dynasty.
Look! This little pedestal with an Ibis figure: it is a sacred representation of Toth, the
Egyptian god of erudition, he can disclose the knowledge of the life of people we’ve never
met.
Look at this is pithos! This little jug is evidence of the Roman Army’s presence in Egypt.
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